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1. BASIC INFORMATION 
 

It was in 1999 that the personal computer gaming market started growing 

without any expectation to stop, and it was then that Nvidia introduced a 

term which would become very popular by creating what they called the 

“world’s first GPU”, the GeForce 256. Since then, the company has been 

focused in continuously improving their offer while meeting the technology 

market’s demand and providing sophisticated and evolved GPUs 

(Graphics Processing Unit), which allow the creation of more complex 

graphics and visual effects, with realistic features.  

 

2. INVESTMENT SUMMARY 

 

Nvidia’s market capitalization has had an upwards trend since March 2019, achieving on 

the 11th of December 2020 a total of $320.17 billion. The same behaviour is visible in the 

company’s stock price, which increased from 144.15 in June 2019 to 520.53 on the 11th 

of December 2020.  

The time when these major increases started occurring was the beginning of the COVID-

19 crisis, that led people to focus more on indoor activities and needing technology for 

both their professional obligations and their personal entertainment. With one of its main 

competitors, Advanced Micro Devices (AMD), having the same growing behaviour, the 

company must focus on taking its goal even further, by presenting products with quality 

and characteristics that make them the number one choice in the market.  

With a current Enterprise Value of $333.24 billion and an expected PEG ratio of 3.01% 

and an estimated P/E ratio of 48.08, Nvidia promises to keep increasing its value. Its 

average price target is $599.92, and analysts’ consensus is to buy, based on estimations 

that lead to a favourable future situation for the company.  
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3. BUSINESS DESCRIPTION 

Nvidia Corporation (NASDAQ: NVDA) is a hardware and software 

technology giant mostly known for its GPUs, created in 1993 in Santa Clara, 

CA. At that time, they saw that graphics-based computing could solve 

issues that general-purpose computing could not solve. On top of that, there 

was a surge in demand for video games, a field that could use that 

technology the most at that time. A combination of those factors created an 

environment with much potential for success.  

 

Nvidia had secured their position as the market leader in GPUs by focusing 

on Gaming, the most important segment of their business, and by creating and 

offering premium products. This strategy was a massive success since people 

purchase with their emotions and not with pure logic. Thus, the products that had 

more status had a bigger appeal to the target consumer, even if it was more 

expensive and sometimes not as advanced compared to the competition. 

 

Nvidia focuses on 2 segments: Graphics and Compute & Networking: 

 

• Graphics are aimed at the specialized markets in core areas of business such as 

gaming, professionals and designers, data scientists, and cloud based visual 

computing. In 3Q of 2020, it represented 59% of total revenues. 

• Compute & Networking is a segment aimed to integrate an entire computer into 

one chip (system on a chip - SoCs). This helps to create supercomputing for self-

driving cars, gaming consoles, and mobile devices as well as systems and 

platforms for AI, Networks, and High Performing Computing. In 3Q 2020 it 

accounted for 41% of total revenues. 

 

When it comes to the total market share for the GPU shipments, Nvidia is currently in 

second place with a market share of 19%, following Intel with a market share of 64% as 

of 2Q of 2020. Yet this accounts for all the CPUs (central processing units) that come 

equipped with the built-in GPU, a market dominated by Intel. So, if we look at the 

dedicated GPU, a different segment from the total market, Nvidia has 80% market share 

followed by AMD with 20% for the same period, placing them way ahead of their 

competition. 
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With the recent pandemic, the company had a surge in demand for both gaming and 

Data Center related products. This increase has led to a large growth in both revenues 

and profits. We project that this demand will keep on rising in the future with development 

in AI, self-driving cars, Internet of Things, and the expansion of data centers, placing 

NVIDIA in a prime position for massive growth and expansion. 
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Figure 1 - Total Revenues, in Billions of $. (SOURCE: Morningstar) 

Figure 2 - Dedicated GPU Market Share for PC Market. (SOURCE: Jon Peddie Research) 

Figure 3 - Total GPU Market Share for PC Market. (SOURCE: Jon Peddie Research) 
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4. MANAGEMENT & GOVERNANCE 

 

4.1. Management & Governance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name Title 

Rob Burgess Independent Consultant 

Tench Coxe Managing Director, Sutter Hill Ventures 

John Dabiri Centennial Professor of Aeronautics and 

Mechanical Engineering, California Institute of 

Technology  

Persis S. Drell Provost, Stanford University  

Jensen Huang Co-founder, President, and CEO of NVIDIA 

Dawn Hudson Independent Consultant 

Harvey C. Jones Managing Partner, Square Wave Ventures 

Michael G. McCaffery Managing Partner and Managing director, Makena 

Capital Management 

Stephen C. Neal Chairman Emeritus and Senior Counsel, Cooley 

LLP 

Mark Perry Independent Consultant 

Brooke Seawell Venture Partner, New Enterprise Associates 

Aarti Shah Senior Vice President and Chief Information 

Officer, Eli Lilly and Company 

Mark A. Stevens Managing Partner, S-Cubed Capital  
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4.2. Institutional Ownership 

 

 

Nvidia has 2,156 institutional holders, with a total of 414,315,278 shares held by them. 

This translates to 66.93% of the shares outstanding, which is in-line with Nvidia’s industry 

average. The institutional ownership structure is mainly divided into mutual funds and 

institutions, with The Vanguard Group, Inc. being the largest holder of them.    

Insider Ownership is currently responsible for 4.18% of the shares outstanding. When 

compared to some of Nvidia’s competitors, it is more than 4 times bigger. This shows a 

stronger insider ownership comparatively to its rivals. 

Analysing Nvidia insider activity in the last 12 months, there were 1,346,535 insider 

shares traded, with most of them being sold. As of the quantity of them, 1,296,326 were 

sold and 50,209 were bought.  

Institutional Holder Number of Shares Held %S/O 

Vanguard Group, Inc. 

(The) 

48,498,024 7.83% 

FMR, LLC 44,653,916 7.21% 

Blackrock Inc. 43,968,050 7.10% 

State Street 

Corporation 

25,375,605 4.10% 

Price (T.Rowe) 

Associates Inc 

12,220,544 1.97% 

Geode Capital 

Management, LLC 

9,342,310 1.51% 

Jennison Associates 

LLC 

8,302,556 1.34% 

Northern Trust 

Corporation 

7,217,078 1.17% 

Bank of America 

Corporation 

6,477,907 1.05% 

JP Morgan Chase & 

Company 

6,381,701 1.03% 
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5. RISK FACTORS  

Dependence on third parties  

The company depends on third parties to manufacture, assemble, test 

and/or package their products which presents a risk to its quality control. 

Nvidia is mainly dependent on Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing 

Company Limited and Samsung Electronics Co, Ltd as these are 

responsible for the manufacture of the company’s semiconductors wafers 

with their own fabrication equipment and procedures. This and the absence 

of long-term commitment contracts with foundries and subcontractors could 

lead to lack of direct control over delivery schedules, product quality, and 

higher expenses if these prioritize competitors’ orders. 

Failure in acquiring ARM  

In September 2020, Nvidia announced the intention to purchase Arm from SoftBank. 

This is a strategic move since Arm Processors’ sensor chips are included in over 90% of 

the world’s smartphones which would allow Nvidia to become a far greater player in the 

IoT and cloud-based computing, possibly the single most influential player. However, 

and besides the market buzz, the deal could be blocked by either the U.K government 

or the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) which could crush the companies’ hope 

to do a combination between Arm’s R&D capacity and Nvidia’s world-leading GPU and 

AI technology.  

AMD’s market share climb  

Even though Nvidia continues to be the dominant force in the GPU market, AMD has 

been threatening that position in the last few years. This is mainly due to the success of 

its Radeon Processors which have been competing with Nvidia’s GeForce GPUs. In the 

4th quarter of 2019 AMD GPU shipments surged by 22.6% leading to a market share of 

32%. Nvidia saw its market share decline 13% from the previous year, going from 

81.23% in 2018 to 68% in 2019. In 2020, Nvidia has been fighting back to recover its 

market share, but with the pandemic and the prospect of not being able to acquire ARM, 

the company might be stuck in a market where the competitor is developing efficient but 

cheaper products than their own. 

Carolina Marques  

Research Department 
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6.  INDUSTRY OVERVIEW & COMPETITIVE 

POSITIONING 

 

6.1. Industry Overview 

Nvidia is one of the biggest multinationals in the technological industry. 

The brand is mainly known for its graphic cards. Although, besides the 

cards, Nvidia also sells laptops and other products as well. This 

technological industry grew very fast in the last couple of years and the 

constant evolution enabled Nvidia to ascend and develop high-tech 

products. As the gaming industry rose unexpectedly, Nvidia saw a chance 

to diversify their products and invest in this segment. However, Nvidia 

was not alone. Competitors like AMD and Intel also took part in the race. 

The future of this industry is very predictable. The constant development 

of humanity leads to higher demand by the technological industry. New 

games with higher definition and detail, will require even higher speed and 

performance by, for example, the graphic cards.   

Let’s take a deeper analysis using the PESTEL model: 

Political 

Political terms have a strong influence in the long term and, recently, we 

have seen tensions and instabilities growing in the global political environment. These 

tensions can limit the growth opportunities available to the market. One example to 

illustrate this is the Huawei restriction to sell in the United States as a consequence of 

the trade war between the US and China. Tech companies are very subject to this type 

of conflict since they have a big role in technology development which can, in a certain 

way, have consequences in a nation's evolution. 

Moreover, bureaucracy and corruption are also one possible aspect to look for that 

affects negatively the business environment.  

Economic 

In fast-growing economies, there are better opportunities for companies to expand their 

business and the GDP growth rate will determine their ability to pursue their long-term 
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growth strategies. Furthermore, operating where the financial markets are efficient will 

determine the capacity to raise the capital at fair prices. 

In the Asian countries, the companies benefit from lower wages derived from the very 

large workforce and the consequent high supply. When analysing the European and 

American markets, it is the opposite case. There are fewer people to work and they look 

for bigger wages.  

Normally, tech companies need a lot workforce and, consequently, they have their 

factories located in Asian countries to benefit from the lower wages. 

Social 

In the last years, we have been facing high growth in e-commerce and online shopping. 

It is a good factor for some companies whose products are connected to the internet and 

technology. Furthermore, the consumers’ spending patterns are influenced by their 

purchasing power of money which has been growing alongside the countries’ GDP and 

GDP per capita. 

We can also say the people’s higher education leads to better development of social 

lifestyle, for example, the use of AI in healthcare is a good consequence of evolution.  

Technology 

The rapid technological advancement and technology diffusion across the globe has 

increased the importance of understanding technological factors during the strategic 

decision-making process. 

Companies should carefully consider investments in technological innovations to stay 

ahead of competition. A close eye should be kept on the 5G, cloud-based visual 

computing, data mining, Ai, Internet of Things, and many others in order to stay ahead 

in a very competitive environment. Continuous investments should take place in areas 

such as “Data storage”. 

Environmental 

The rise of the environmental pollution demand coupled with technological 

advancements has made business organizations adopt innovative recycling waste 

management practices. 
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Legal 

Companies cannot enter a new market without studying in detail the legal environment. 

A careful evaluation of legal aspects is required to avoid getting into some serious 

trouble. Corporations must follow the employee/labour health and safety laws as some 

countries have strict regulations to ensure labour safety. Besides these laws, data 

protection should also gain its deserved attention. In the EU, for example, the data 

protection package adopted in May 2016 aims at making Europe fit for the digital age. 

Taking these facts into account, every company should have a closer look to the new 

data protection regulations. 

Conclusion 

Analysing the situation of the Nvidia company, they present in different countries, and so 

the company is subject to different political systems. However, Nvidia is mainly present 

in growing economies which will determine the company’s ability to pursue its long-term 

growth strategies. Nvidia’s capacity to raise the capital at fair prices is related to the 

stability of the financial markets where they’re in. Regarding the social patterns, Nvidia 

benefits from the AI evolution in healthcare services while it is the company that supplies 

the components. 

Using Porter’s “Five Forces” model we can have a better insight of how lots of 

companies are getting lured to this industry: 

Power of Buyers: As not only the gaming industry is growing, a life out of it can also be 

an option. Moreover, we see people becoming professional players and being able to 

sustain from it. The buyer's power is slowly ascending, thanks to the gaming industry 

attraction.  

Power of Suppliers: Semiconductor companies are known for buying their raw 

materials from numerous suppliers. Powerful suppliers in the Technology sector use their 

negotiating power to extract a higher price from the firms in this segment.  

Threats of New Entrants: The semiconductors and technology industries are known to 

be very expensive. New entrants require a good amount of capital and lots of innovation, 

the latter, not being necessarily hard.  

Threats of Substitute Products: The threat of substitute products is very high. If a new 

product shows up in the market and meets the client requirements, a new competitor 

joins the market share.  
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Rivalry Among Existing Firms: The number of competitors in the graphical cards 

industry is very few and, therefore, all the companies from the sector have a large market 

share. This means that they will engage in competitive actions to gain a position and 

become market leaders. 

To sum up, nowadays, good games require high-performance specs, which can be 

obtained from companies such as Nvidia. As there are only three main companies in the 

sector, the bargaining power of buyers is considered low. Regarding suppliers, the 

suppliers power lowers the overall profitability of Nvidia.  

The industry where Nvidia is inserted is known to be very expensive which helps avoiding 

new entrants. In the company's technological sector new ways of doing things are yet to 

be found, therefore Nvidia has to manage new challenges and build effective barriers to 

safeguard its competitive edge and their high market share. Concerning the substitute 

goods, in this segment, Nvidia can be affected if a new product comes to the market 

which is, however, improbable.  

Consumers – Market 

Nvidia’s main market, the GPU market was valued at $18.2 billion in 2019. Furthermore, 

the market value has been increasing continuously and in the last five years, it grew 

more than 120% from $8.1 billion in 2015. In the future, it is expected to grow about 94% 

until 2025 reaching the $35 billion mark, according to Forbes.  

This market has been constantly developing better products that are capable to deliver 

the best graphic processing in AI platforms, supercomputers, and VR systems. 

Therefore, this market’s growth can be explained by the steady demand growth, and 

rising selling prices caused by better technological innovations. 

In terms of geography, according to Statista, at the end of 2019 Nvidia’s revenues were 

higher in the Taiwanese market which topped up $3.36 billion followed by China and 

Other Asia Pacific countries representing, respectively, $2.8 billion and $2.37 billion. The 

United States was just the fourth biggest market generating $1.5 billion while Europe 

was the fifth returning $0.91 billion to the company. 

Goods and services – substitutes 

On his main market, Nvidia has just one substitute for their physical GPUs which is the 

integrated GPUs on Intel’s CPUs. The company is also present on the virtual GPUs 

market with NVIDIA virtual GPU which is a technology that uses the power of Nvidia 
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GPUs and Nvidia virtual GPU software to accelerate every virtual workflow – from AI to 

virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI). Nevertheless, their virtual GPUs follow the same path 

and there are no true substitutes for them.  

The Intel integrated graphics card (GPUs) on their processors (CPUs) are a great 

alternative for Nvidia’s products although they are just applicable in a recreative use. 

With recreative use, we can include watching videos and movies, surfing the web, and 

occasionally gaming. If the user wants to edit images and videos, play more intensive 

games, or use heavy computer software, Intel graphic cards are not adequate. In that 

case, people should have a dedicated graphics card to ensure better performance. 

6.2. Competitive Positioning 

Competitors  

The physical GPUs market has very few contenders and is very concentrated. The 

probability of new competitors joining the market is low because of the high entry costs 

and the high costs of developing better products. All these three companies are investing 

heavily in R&D activities to develop next-generation graphics processors to meet the 

needs of computing-intensive applications. In this market, Nvidia’s competitors are: 

● AMD: is the biggest Nvidia competitor although it has less than half the market 

share (26%). This company sells mainly Radeon graphics cards for gamers and 

Radeon Pro for workstations. They are also on the CPUs market similar to Intel.  

● Intel: third and last market player. Their main focus is on CPUs and not GPUs. 

However, they have been developing integrated graphics on their processors 

which can relegate Nvidia’s products to second place when talking about low 

price computers destined for recreative usage. 

These are the world’s main competitors in this market. Something that benefits Nvidia’s 

power is the high investments and advancements in artificial intelligence, neural 

networks, deep learning, and intelligent applications built around them. All the evolution 

is backed by Nvidia’s hardware. Moreover, Nvidia made a massive push in general-

purpose GPU-accelerated computing via their CUDA platform years ago, making them 

the most used platform for the majority of machine learning equipment. AMD’s new 

Radeon GPUs for gaming may be equal or even better, although Nvidia is destined to 

be the number one player and dominate the market if none of AMD nor Intel can’t catch 

up on machine learning. 
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Suppliers 

Nvidia has a vast number of suppliers, owing to the fact their products require lots of raw 

materials. Amongst the most important are Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co 

Ltd, International Business Machines Corporation, and Dow Company. 

Firstly, their main supplier is Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing. This company can 

meet NVIDIA’s requirements in terms of materials for their products. As the name 

mentions, the company’s headquarters in are Taiwan, which is Nvidia’s most valuable 

market. Yearly, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing has revenue of $35.77 billion 

directly from Nvidia. 

Secondly, their second main supplier is International Business Machines. Nvidia often 

requires consulting services in which IBM answers effectively. IBM is Nvidia’s most 

expensive supplier. This year it is estimated that NVIDIA bought $75.03 billion in services 

from IBM. 

Thirdly, Dow Company is Nvidia’s third most important supplier. The company supplies 

NVIDIA with chemical products to be implemented in the company products. This year 

Dow Company has got $35,426 billion of revenue just from Nvidia. 

7. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
 

7.1. Revenues 

In figure 4 we can see that that Nvidia’s total revenues have been        

continuously growing over the years, specially between 2016 and 2019, with 

the latter’s next year seeing a significant fall of almost 7% on a year-over-

year basis reaching a total value of almost $11 billion. However, this scenario 

will most probably change in 2021 with the projected revenues to reach 

$16.50 billion and $19.85 billion in 2022 (according to team estimates and 

Eikon by Reuters). With this said, it is expected a growth of 51% between 

the current year and the next one mainly due to positive projections 

regarding yearly boost of tech industry and operation of vaccination 

regarding COVID-19 virus. After this a constant growth is expected for the 

following years. 
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7.2. Net Income 

The net income reflects the relation between revenues and the company’s costs. With 

tis said, Nvidia’s net income evolution may be divided into two scenarios in the year of 

2019: the first one accounts for the period between 2016 and 2019 and the second to 

years 2019 and 2020 (see figure 5). In fact, during the first scenario we can see a 

constant consecutive growth reaching a value of $4.14 billion in 2019 and an impressive 

positive change of 74.91% between 2017 and 2018.  

For the subsequent years, we may expect high decimal digits of growth with special 

emphasis on increase of 70.31% between the present year and the year of 2021 to reach 

$6.10 billion. For 2022 and 2023 the growth will still be under special analysis with 

percentage changes of 20.76% and 16.28%, respectively. This may indicate a growth’s 

pace decreasing due to ease in revenues, high fixed costs or necessary investments in 

the operating systems. 

Figure 4 - Total Revenues, in millions of US dollars, between 2016 and 2020 
(SOURCE: Eikon) 
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7.3. Profitability 

The profitability sections of a company, this is Net Income divided by Total Revenues in 

that specific year, shows its efficiency in generating profits at the ned of the day. That is, 

the percentage of revenues that the firm’s business may turn into net income. The 

evolution of this indicator follows an upward trend until 2019 and downward trend for the 

following year (see figure 6). In this exact year the profitability value decreases from 

35.34% to 25.61% on a year basis. Accordingly, both the revenues and net income 

decrease from 2019 2020 so no surprise presented here. In the following year, this is the 

year of 2021, this measure is expected to reach similar values to 2019 accounting 

36.98% as forecasted previously and keep it constant afterwards. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 - Total Net Income, in millions of US dollars, between 2016 and 
2020 (SOURCE: Eikon) 

Figure 6 - Firm’s Profitability, in percentage, between 2016 and 2020 (SOURCE: 
Eikon) 
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7.4. Earnings per Share (EPS)  

The measure of earnings per share is a company's net profit divided by the number of 

common shares it has outstanding, indicating how much money a company makes for 

each share of its stock and is a widely used metric to estimate corporate value. As we 

can see through figure 7, the firm’s earnings per share has shown to perform on a 

consecutive constant growth until the last year with a significant fall afterwards reaching 

a value of $4.52 and decrease of up to $2.00 comparing with the previous year. Between 

2016 and 2019 the firm saw a cumulative growth of almost 515% and a registered 

average of $5.32 between the years of 2018 and 2020. On a forecast basis, it is expected 

that for the next three years the EPS continues to grow at a fast pace for the first year 

and slowing down for the next two years to reach $13.57 in 2023 meaning a cumulative 

growth of 200% between 2020 and 2023 according to Eikon and Bloomberg sources. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.5. Liquidity  

One of the most important measures of any firm, liquidity refers to how much cash is 

readily available or how quickly something can be converted to cash. It can be divided 

into market liquidity or accounting liquidity, where the former applies to how easy it is to 

sell an investment or how big and constant a market there is for it and the latter refers to 

the amount of ready money a company has on hand and investors use it to gauge a 

firm's financial health. Overall, the firm has shown a good performance liquidity wise. 

The analysis leans over the current ratio, quick ratio and cash ratio (see figure 8 and 

figure 9).  

Figure 7 - Firm’s Earnings Per Share (EPS), in US dollars, between 2016 and 
2020 (SOURCE: Eikon) 
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For the past four years the firm has consistently reported higher current assets then 

current liabilities by a significant difference. In 2020 the reported current ratio was 7.67, 

meaning that the company was able to cover its current liabilities not once but almost 

eight times. Only taking into consideration highly liquid assets, the firm reported a 111.0 

cash ratio in 2020, showing that the company is way more than suited to face its current 

liabilities even without less liquid assets. Between 2016 and 2018, this ratio kept with 

similar values along the way. On the side of quick ratio, has shown quite significant 

changes since 2016 to stop growing in 2018 similarly to the current ratio and reaching a 

value of 7.13 in 2020. 
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Figure 8 - Firm’s Current Ratio and Quick Ratio between 2016 and 2020 
(SOURCE: Eikon) 

Figure 9 - Firm’s Cash Ratio between 2016 and 2020 (SOURCE: Eikon) 
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7.6. Solvability 

Solvency is the ability of a company to meet its long-term debts and financial obligations, 

turning out to be an important measure of financial health since its one way of 

demonstrating a company’s ability to manage its operations into the foreseeable future. 

The formula used in this case was the percentage of long-term debt to firm’s total capital. 

If we look to figure 10, we can see that on the first two years the jump is notorious with 

an impressive growth of 1369% to reach a value of 23.50% in 2017. After that, the firm’s 

solvability shows a downward slope to end up on 14% by the year of 2020. This makes 

the company very resilient and very unlikely to default. The firm’s debt-to-equity ratio is 

looking healthy, with the firm reporting a ratio of 0.21 in 2019 meaning a slight fall from 

those 0.27 registered in 2018. On a forecasting basis, it is important to notice a ratio 

value of 0.40 in 2021 and 0.27 in 2022 to end with no value in the year after. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. BALANCE SHEET ANALYSIS 

8.1. Assets 

During the period of 2016-2020, firm’s total assets grew about 135% going from $7.37 

billion to $17.33 billion as we can see through figure 11. This is mainly explained by the 

exponential increase of bot noncurrent and current assets, with special emphasis on the 

former ones. Cash and Short-Term Investments was the metric that most contributed to 

this growth along the path with a percentage of 116% in the previously referred period. 

However, the gross metric Property, Plant & Equipment also played a role in the total 

Figure 10 - Firm’s Solvability, in percentage, between 2016 and 2020 (SOURCE: 
Eikon) 
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value of assets. On a forecasting basis for the period of 2021-2023, it is expected a 

growth of 46.72% to reach a value, in the last year, of $39.79 billion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.2. Debt 

Firm’s total liabilities between the period of 2016 and 2020 show an ascendant wave, 

with rises between the first two years and from 2018 on to reach $5.11 billion (see figure 

12). Both increases were motivated by long-term debt, accounts payable and other 

liabilities. The first one shows some red flags, with the firm to struggle decreasing long-

term debt. Overall, the increase of total liabilities was boosted by a growth of 76% from 

2016 to 2020. On a forecasting basis for the period 2021-2023, it is expected a larger 

increase to 2021 and 2022 reaching $6.46 billion and $5.96 billion, respectively. For the 

last year, the firm may be subjected to no or few debts. At no level the equity was 

surpassed by total liabilities. 

 

Figure 11 - Total Assets, in millions of US dollars, between 2016 and 2020 
(SOURCE: Eikon) 

Figure 12 - Total Debt, in millions of US dollars, between 2016 and 2020 
(SOURCE: Eikon) 
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8.3. Equity 

When it counts to equity, we can see a consecutive constant growth, between the period 

of 2016-2020, of 173% to end up accounting for $12.20 billion in the last year (see figure 

13). Most of this significant boost resulted from the increase of retained earnings and 

additional paid-in capital. On the negative side, we can notice the increase of treasury of 

common stock. Furthermore, other equity changed from negative to positive side in the 

very end of 2020. On a forecasting basis, the expectations rise even more from 2021 to 

2023 to end up on $27.92 billion and a growth of 73.39% when compared to 2021. Thus, 

it is expected that the equity will continue to surpass the firm’s total liabilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND DATA ON FINANCIAL ANALYSIS PLEASE SEE APPENDIX 1, 
APPENDIX 2 AND APPENDIX 3 ON OFFICIAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS REPORTED BY THE FIRM BETWEEN THE 
YEARS OF 2016 AND 2020 

 

9. VALUATION  

9.1. Overview 

As of December, the 16th of 2020, Nvidia’s market capitalization was recorded   

at $327,884.3 million against the 116,471 million of AMD and $207,564 million 

of Intel, a difference of 188,23% with the market capitalization of the first and 

of 61,73% with the second one.  Based on Bloomberg data, Nvidia has 

returned 132,91% so far this year comparing to its competitors AMD 

(128.94%) and Intel (-9.21%). 

Figure 13 - Total Equity, in millions of US dollars, between 2016 and 2020 
(SOURCE: Eikon) 
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According to Nvidia’s annual report, the weighted average price per share at 

the year-end was $21.24 in 2018 and $148.76 in 2020. To sum up, Nvidia’s 

price per share increased by 600.37%, a multiplication of seven times in two 

years. Nvidia has 618,999,502 shares outstanding, which represents 

1,141,370.57 shares sold in 2020 (618,999,502 / $542.33). 

9.2. Stock Performance & Multiples Comparison 

Nvidia appears well-positioned to weather the COVID-19-led downturn, 

thanks to an increase in video-gaming activity on account of people staying indoors. 

Indeed, with the restrictions and quarantines all around the world, people are using more 

internet for gaming or even following courses by Zoom (check our previous Equity Report 

on Zoom). 

The pandemic creates an ideal situation for Nvidia to sell more graphics cards, and this 

explains the sudden price change during the first quarantine period in March 2020 as we 

can see on the graph. 

Firm peer groups include companies in the same industry sector and competitors of a 

similar size in order to establish a peer group analysis. In investment research, peer 

group analysis is a vital part of establishing a valuation for a stock (Investopedia.com). 

Nvidia peer group 2020 includes companies such as AMD and Intel Corporation.  

Figure 14 - Nvidia Stock Price and Chart. (SOURCE: TradingView) 
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Kd=Interest Expenses/Book to Value Debt 

Valuation Multiples of Nvidia and the main peers according to Nasdaq industry notation. 

Computed using historical data from the past 12 months. Values in billions of USD, 

except for percentages. 

9.3. DCF Model 

The Discounted Cash Flow model is widely used among researchers to value the 

business of a firm, which is a forecast of a company’s unlevered free cash flow 

discounted back to today’s value (NPV). The basic building blocks of a DCF model are 

the 3 financial statements, which link the financials together (CFI, 2020). The rate at 

which we discount back the cash flows is the WACC, meaning the Weighted Average 

Cost of Capital. This method also implied the calculation of the terminal value using the 

perpetuity growth (g) model to achieve the Intrinsic Value of the business in perpetuity. 

For the determination of the intrinsic value throughout this method, the CAPM approach 

was applied to calculate the cost of debt (Kd) and the cost of equity (Ke). The steps 

presented next show the detailed calculations of WACC: 

WACC=Ke*ED+E+Kd*DD+E*(1-t) 

 

                   
 

To obtain the market value of debt it was used, as a proxy, the book value of debt, which 

was calculated by summing the long and short-term debt, including operating leases, 

present in the Balance Sheet, adding to a total of $7,565 million. The market value of 

capital is $327,884.3 million, easily obtained by multiplying the current price per share 

by the total number of shares outstanding. This gives us a weight of 2.26% for debt and 

97.74% for equity.  

                   Ke=Rf+*Rm-Rf 

Figure 15 - Valuation Multiples of Nvidia and the main peers according to Nasdaq industry notation. Computed using historical data from 
the past 12 months. Values in billions of USD, except for percentages. (SOURCE: Finbox, Bloomberg, TradingView, MarketWatch)  
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The firm has a cost of debt (Kd) of 2.65%, which was calculated using a 5-year average 

effective interest rate. The same process was used to obtain the effective tax rate, which 

adds up to 6.83%.  

The Cost of equity (Ke) represents the compensation equity investors demand to 

possess an asset and to carry its underlying risk, for Nvidia it is equal to 11.46%, it was 

calculated using the CAPM formula, displayed above. For the risk-free rate (Rf) we use 

the 10-year US T-Bill (0.93%), we assumed a market risk premium of 7.17%, according 

to historical data from the US equity market return and computed a 5-year monthly Beta 

of 1.47. 

Adding all these variables up, using the WACC formula we previously demonstrated, we 

can conclude the average weighted cost of capital for Nvidia stands at 11.26%. As 

displayed on the table below (figure 17), the firm’s WACC is a bit distant from its main 

peers, since we observe a WACC 1.26% above them, justified by the bigger Beta. 

Free Cash Flow and Terminal Value 

During the pandemic, Nvidia saw an opportunity to grow and its returns increased 

considerably, being 2020 a year for its history books. Nvidia is constantly investing in the 

new hot tech sectors such as artificial intelligence, autonomous driving, semiconductors, 

data centers, robotics, virtual reality, automation, 5G, and others, showing a great ability 

to predict new trends and where the markets are going. 

We predict that Nvidia will have a FCFF (at year 5 after 2020) of $12,118 million, showing 

an average YoY growth of 23.6% from the FY2021E until FY 2025E, according to 

Thomson Reuters and our team estimates. Finally, we assumed a perpetuity g of 6.5%. 

Thus, the present value of the company’s business divided by the total amount of 

outstanding shares gives us a price target of $294.93 and a downside potential of –

44.32%. 

Mean Analyst Recommendations 

According to individual target price valuations, the sum of the most relevant analysts 

gives a mean investment decision of Buy with an average Price Target of $592.25 (see 

figure 16 and Appendix 4). Based on our analysis, our advice is to SELL, justified by its 

current price being highly overvalued, which is aligned with the multiple's evaluation 

above. However, as new investment opportunities are currently being debated, like the 

acquisition of a company named Arm, we could see a boost in Nvidia’s Fair Value, 

meaning that in the long-term Nvidia seems to have the potential to grow even more. 
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Adding to the mentioned, Nvidia’s compensation demanded by investors is high due to 

its high inherent risk (Beta of 1.47), which could also imply greater volatility in the future. 

 

 
Ticker Company Market Cap (million $) WACC (%) 

NVDA Nvidia 327,884.3 11.26% 

INTC Intel Corporation 207,564 10% 

AMD Advanced Micro 
Devices, Inc. 

116,602 10% 

Figure 17 - Comparison among Nvidia’s peers in terms of Market Capitalization and the Weighted Average Cost of 
Capital as of December 16th of 2020. (SOURCE: Yahoo Finance and FinBox) 

9.4. Sensitivity Analysis  

A major part of a valuation process is the sensitivity analysis, which relies on determining 

how different values of two independent variables affect a specific variable that we want 

to emphasize (under a given set of assumptions). It is commonly used in the business 

world, in the field of economics and finance. As both are calculated using certain 

assumptions, it is almost certain that there is going to be some divergence from their real 

values. This method allows us to better perceive the changes in the value of the 

company, as these variables slightly fluctuate.  

As the base scenario, we used the values that we computed before both variables – 

11.26% for WACC and 6.5% for the terminal growth rate. Furthermore, we included four 

more cases in total, two of them above the base scenario and the other two below the, 

which will be used to observe different variations in three other dependents: Enterprise 

Value, Target Price, and Upside (or Downside) Potential. 

The logic behind it is easy – as the terminal growth rate increases so do the value of the 

company, and vice-versa. As the WACC increases, the higher the expense to acquire 

capital, and so, the lower the value of the company, and vice-versa. Since the Target 

Price and Upside Potential are correlated to the Enterprise Value, we observe the same 

pattern in these two variables. 

Recommendation September 2020 October 2020 Current 

Buy  27 27 26 

Outperform 4 4 4 

Hold 6 5 6 

Underperform 1 1 1 

Sell 2 2 2 
Figure 16 - Investment decision recommendations from the most relevant Investment Bank’s analysts on buying, 
selling or holding as of December 16th of 2020. (SOURCE: CNN Business) 
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  Target Price (USD) 
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  Upside Potential 

  WACC 

 -44.32% 10.50% 11% 11.26% 11.50% 12% 

Growth Rate (g) 

6% -45.26% -50.66% -53.09% -55.15% -58.95% 

6% -39.75% -46.23% -49.11% -51.53% -55.93% 

6.50% -32.87% -40.82% -44.29% -47.18% -52.38% 

7% -24.02% -34.06% -38.35% -41.87% -48.11% 

7.50% -12.21% -25.36% -30.82% -35.22% -42.89% 
 

Figures 18, 19 and 20  - Sensitivity Analysis on Enterprise Value, Target Price and Upside/Downside potential caused 
by the variation of two independent variables which are WACC and g as of December 16th of 2020 (SOURCE: Team’s 

Estimates) 
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10. APPENDIXES 

 

 

Appendix 1 - Balance Sheet Statement, in millions of US dollars, between 2016 and 2020 (SOURCE: Eikon) 
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Appendix 2 – Cash Flow Statement, in millions of US dollars, between 2016 and 2020 (SOURCE: Eikon) 
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Appendix 3 – Income Statement, in millions of US dollars, between 2016 and 2020 (SOURCE: Eikon) 
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Appendix 4 - Investment recommendation (Buy, Hold or Sell) from each main/relevant institution to a maximum date 
of November 19th of 2020 (SOURCE: Thomson Reuters) 
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11. DISCLAIMER 
 

This report was elaborated by Equity Research Analysts from the Research Division of 

ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment Club. ISCTE Business School does not take 

responsibility for the information expressed in this document. All data was collected by 

our analysts from Bloomberg L.P. and Thomson Reuters databases and used to 

generate statistics and graphs in excel software. These graphs are property of ITIC and 

should not be copied.  

Disclaimer: ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment Club is a Training & Research 

Association of Finance & Investment, headquartered in ISCTE Business School, Lisbon. 

DISCLAIMER Copyright 2017 ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment Club. All rights 

reserved. This report has been prepared and issued by ITIC – ISCTE Trading & 

Investment Club for publication globally.  

All information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly 

available sources that are believed to be reliable, however we do not guarantee the 

accuracy or completeness of this report. Opinions contained in this report represent 

those of the equity research division of ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment Club at the 

time of publication. The securities described in Equity Research may not be eligible for 

sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors.  

No part of this material may be (i) copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form 

by any means or (ii) redistributed without the prior written consent of ITIC – ISCTE 

Trading & Investment Club. 
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